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To this day, tissue reconstruction and replacement to address extensive tissue defects due to trauma, tumor
resection, genetic and/or chronic diseases, or excessive debridement present a major clinical challenge. Traditional
reconstructive techniques most commonly utilize autologous tissue. Undoubtedly, autologous composite tissue
transfers or ‘‘flaps,’’ skin grafts, as well as the harvesting of bone and/or cartilage have substantially improved the
health, functional, and aesthetic outcomes of millions of patients. Unfortunately, these procedures are not without
their drawbacks. These include increased operative time, complexity, cost, limited availability of qualitative
autologous tissue, wound healing complications, tissue flap failure, and substantial donor-site morbidity. Recently,
collaborative research teams—consisting of surgeons, scientists, and engineers—have made substantial progress
in their attempts to solve these problems. This article provides historical perspective, covers the major limitations
of current standards of care, and reviews recent advances and future prospects in applied bioengineering in the
context of tissue reconstruction, replacement, and regeneration.
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Impact Statement

The use of autologous tissue in the reconstruction of tissue defects has been the gold standard. However, current standards
still face many limitations and complications. Improving patient outcomes and quality of life by addressing these barriers
remain imperative. This article provides historical perspective, covers the major limitations of current standards of care, and
reviews recent advances and future prospects in applied bioengineering in the context of tissue reconstruction, replacement,
and regeneration.

Introduction

Robbing Peter to Pay Paul: the ‘‘Robin Hood Principle’’

Reconstructive surgery took off during World War I
as ballistic and artillery injuries increased dramatical-

ly.1 Surgeons, by necessity, had to develop creative ways to
reconstruct missing and/or damaged tissues to protect ex-
posed vital structures such as vessels, nerves, bones, and
muscle. Over time, the use of regional soft-tissue ‘‘flaps’’
became the norm. ‘‘Flap’’ is now the common term for a
surgical procedure that involves the relocation of tissue on
the body from one area to another, often to provide coverage
and/or fill in tissue voids.2 Furthermore, autologous har-

vesting of ribs, cartilage, and bone was also performed, and
has now become common practice, especially for complex
trauma cases.3

In modern times, about 6 million reconstructive procedures
are performed in the United States every year, with 5,834,353
being performed in 2017.4 ‘‘Robbing Peter to Pay Paul’’ also
known as the ‘‘Robin Hood Principle,’’ has been the guiding
principle of reconstructive surgery.5 An example of this prin-
ciple is the transverse rectus abdominis myocutaneous (TRAM)
flap used for breast reconstruction, usually after a mastectomy
procedure. This procedure consists in fashioning a flap that is
composed by cutaneous abdominal muscular and adipose layers,
which is transferred en-bloc to the thoracic wall, as a unit, to
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cover a defect (Table 1). That is, tissue is taken from a donor site
that is ‘‘Peter,’’ and transposed to a site that needs soft tissue
coverage called a recipient site that is ‘‘Paul.’’ This approach can
lead to complications, which are widely referred to as ‘‘donor-
site morbidity.’’ For example, regarding the TRAM flap, com-
mon donor-site morbidities include postoperative abdominal
bulges, epigastric fullness, and hernias (Table 1). Another
common example of the ‘‘Robin Hood Principle’’ is the uni-
versally utilized skin graft.6 In injuries that have an increased
damaging potential, such as severe burns and/or trauma, the
zone of injury may extend to tissue levels below the skin, such as
the fat or muscle. Skin is harvested from a donor site (typically
an area that surgeons believe will heal well and result in an
inconspicuous scar) and applied to the affected area, accelerat-
ing the healing process. The grafted skin will cover the damaged
area and incorporate into the vascular bed of the recipient site.
The donor site should heal ad integrum since skin is taken at just
12 thousandths of an inch thick. Although this may be true in
most patients, chronic long-term wound healing complications
such as pain, infections, discoloration, and scarring have all been
well documented in the literature (Table 1). These occur to a
higher extent in certain patient populations such as diabetics,
patients with peripheral artery disease, immunocompromised
individuals, elderly individuals, and many others.7

Throughout the years, teams consisting of surgeons, en-
gineers, and scientists have worked together to construct
new technologies for their eventual translation to the clinic
and/or operating room. In this review, we describe common
tissue grafts and flaps—by location, tissue type, and re-
ported complications—and review progress in the fields of
applied bioengineering.

Tissue Flap Distinctions

By location

� Local flaps are fashioned by reorganizing immediate ad-
jacent tissue to close the defect by freeing and stretching

tissue out. From least to most complex, local flaps include
advancement flaps, rotation flaps, and transposition flaps.

� Regional (or interpolation) flaps involve donor tissue
that is transferred above or underneath normal tissue to
reach the defect. The blood supply is still connected to
the donor site, denominated a ‘‘pedicle’’.8

� Distant flaps are indicated when the defect site is remote
from the donor site. This class of flap is considered the
most complex. Direct or tubed flaps are examples of
distant flaps in which the flap is constructed in such a
way that keeps the donor and recipient tissue linked by
the donor’s blood supply, denominated a ‘‘bridge.’’ This
permits the flap to survive until the recipient sire creates
the new vascular network, at which the bridge is divided
completing the transfer.9 A free flap is another example
of a distant flap, in which the blood supply from the
donor site has been completely detached. The flap is then
termed to be in ‘‘ischemia time’’ receiving no blood
supply until it is microsurgically anastomosed to a re-
cipient site vessel(s).10

By tissue types

Flaps are often classified by the type of tissue(s) that
constitute them. Surgeons often describe five different
classes of flaps based on their tissue composition.10,11

� Cutaneous flaps are composed by full-thickness skin
and underlying superficial fascia (i.e., Scarpa’s), and
are used to fill smaller defects.12,13 Local cutaneous
flaps are commonly used in facial plastic surgery to
provide better color and texture match, an example
being the V-Y advancement flap used in rhinoplasty.
Regional cutaneous flaps are commonly utilized for
regions of the head and neck (e.g., the scalp is a good
regional donor site for skin defects in the neck). Distant
cutaneous flaps are commonly utilized for major skin
defects on the extremities such as severely burned

Table 1. Common Reconstructive Procedures, Their Graft/Flap Classification,

Their Clinical Use, and Literature-Reported Patient Morbidities

Procedure Type of graft/flap Clinical use Related patient morbidities References

Skin graft Cutaneous graft Extensive wounding
from trauma, burns,
complex infections,
etc.

Pain, risk of infection, discoloration,
and scarring—that are sometimes more
troublesome for patients than the primary
wounds themselves.

12,13

Rib harvest Bone and/or
cartilage graft

Head and neck
reconstruction, most
commonly nasal

Pneumothorax, pulmonary complications,
wound infection, and considerable
postoperative pain.

14

Bone harvest
(e.g., iliac crest
bone graft)

Bone graft Bone grafting—spine,
cranioplasty,
and trauma

Vascular injury, nerve injury, hematoma, ureteral
injury, hernia, cosmetic defects, chronic
pain, infection, fracture, and pelvic instability.

21

LD muscle flap Muscle flap Breast reconstruction Limited shoulder range of motion, decreased
joint stability, reduced strength,
and multiple scars.

18

PMM flap Muscle flap Chest wall defects Higher postoperative versus preoperative
DASH score—a marker of upper
extremity dysfunction.

19

TRAM flap Musculocutaneous
flap

Breast reconstruction Abdominal contour abnormalities: abdominal
bulge, epigastric fullness, and hernia.

16,17

DASH, Disability of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand; LD, latissimus dorsi; PMM, pectoralis major muscle; TRAM, transverse rectus
abdominis myocutaneous.

Source: Demirtas et al.,12 Voineskos et al.,13 Thomson et al.,14 Edsander-Nord et al.,16 Kroll et al.,17 Smith,18 Sun et al.,19 and Dimitriou et al.21
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hands. Distant flaps are harvested from sites depending
on the normal turgor, accessibility, and potential for
hiding the donor site with clothing (e.g., the groin re-
mains a privileged site for harvest of full-thickness skin
grafts as a relatively large area can be obtained, while
still allowing direct closure and a scar that is easily
hidden). Skin flaps are commonly utilized in conjunc-
tion with other tissues for complex reconstruction
procedures [e.g., two-stage auricular reconstruction in
congenital microtia utilizing (1) a cartilage framework
derived from harvested rib cartilage14 followed by (2) a
full-thickness skin graft performed 5 months later15].

� Fasciocutaneous flaps consist of cutaneous tissue, plus
subcutaneous tissue with corresponding deep fascia,
leading to more robust inset with a more reliable blood
supply and ability to cover a deeper and broader defect.
A regional fasciocutaneous flap commonly used for hand
reconstruction is the radial forearm flap. This flap is also
commonly used distantly as a free flap for head and neck
reconstruction, specifically intraoral reconstruction.

� Musculocutaneous flaps include an extra layer of
muscle, which brings along added vascularity and
provides bulk that can fill a deeper defect.16,17 Re-
gionally, the anterolateral thigh (ALT) flap is used for
open tibial fractures. Distantly, the ALT flap has been
used as a free flap for esophageal reconstruction.

� Muscle flaps can provide necessary thickness/bulk and/
or functional muscle, while allowing normal skin clo-
sure of the donor site.18,19 If skin cover is needed at the
recipient site, a skin graft can support the muscle
flap. For coverage, the Gracilis flap is commonly used
as a regional/interpolation flap for open tibial fractures.
Functionally, distant muscle flaps (e.g., gracilis muscle
flap) have been used in facial reanimation surgery for
patients suffering from facial nerve palsy.20

� Bone flaps replace bone and/or cranial defects.21 Distant
bone flaps most commonly used for jaw reconstruction
include the free fibula flap and the scapular flap.

By literature-reported clinical use and patient
morbidities

A number of specific donor-site morbidities are associ-
ated with different types of tissue grafts and flaps currently
utilized in tissue reconstruction (Table 1).

Tissue Expansion

Traditional methods and limitations

Before tissue expansion, surgeons were limited in their
ability to reconstruct damaged tissue, especially in patients
with severe systemic tissue damage. In 1957, Neumann in-
troduced the use of tissue expansion in reconstructive sur-
gery,22 and later popularized by Radovan (1982, 1984)23,24

and Argenta et al.25 Currently, the most common use of
tissue expander in plastic surgery is breast reconstruction.
Other indications include repairing cutaneous anomalies
caused by congenital defects, trauma, surgery, and as aid in
certain cosmetic procedures.26 The conventional procedure
involves inserting a balloon made from silicone that expands
below the skin adjacent to the defect. The device is filled
gradually over time, with saline or carbon dioxide, causing
the skin to stretch and grow.27

Conventional tissue expansion provides several advan-
tages:

(1) Similar tissue quality for coverage due to the donor
site being adjacent to the defect, that is, color, texture,
and hair-bearing qualities.

(2) The blood supply from the donor site remains intact,
and therefore the risk of necrosis is miniscule.

(3) Scars are often less conspicuous, because the con-
tributor skin is contiguous to the defect during sur-
gical closure.

This technique is not exempt of complications, such as
infection, ischemia-necrosis, perforation, leakage, migra-
tion, and wound dehiscence; this is all caused by an in-
creased intraluminal balloon pressure.27 Traditionally,
follow-up in the clinic is needed for the injection of saline or
air by a medical professional, which is both time consuming
and expensive.28 That being said, the recent XPAND pro-
spective and randomized trial by Ascherman et al. provided
preliminary results that their prototype allowed breast re-
construction patients to fill their expanders at home on their
own accord.29 Furthermore, tissue expanders are poorly
tolerated by some patients due to pain, especially in the
pediatric setting.27 The gradual expansion can be protracted,
taking months controlled by the extension of the area in need
of reconstruction. The expander during this time creates an
obvious bulge that can be quite noticeable and concerning for
patients. For some patients, theses inconveniences are enough
for them to consider other options.26 Also, physical restric-
tions may preclude the application of expanders in some
anatomical locations, such as cleft palate and other cranio-
facial defects.30 Development of revolutionary prototypes of
tissue expander technologies is warranted.

Hydrogel-based self-inflating tissue expanders

To address the shortcomings of the traditional procedure,
a self-inflating device composed of a silicone membrane
was introduced. This membrane was filled with highly os-
motic solution like hypertonic saline, drawing water into the
tissue expander.31 However, it took a prolonged time to
achieve full expansion and the tissue resulted in necrosis.32

To develop an alternative to these unpleasant issues, the use
of hydrogels as tissue expanders has been investigated.
Hydrogels’ can absorb and preserve copious amounts of
water or transudate, ultimately expanding in size.33,34 To
promote adequate expansion of tissue, a hydrogel must resist
opposing mechanical resistance from the neighboring tis-
sues and/or the skin.35 Conveniently, elastic hydrogels have
been shown to withstand elongation and compression sub-
sequent to full expansion. Thus, elastic hydrogels are an
encouraging option as tissue expanders for reconstruction.

Historically, a hydrogel tissue expander was first developed
to treat congenital anophthalmia. The osmotic active com-
ponents of this type of device were poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(PVP) and poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA).36

Building on this knowledge, Wiese et al. designed a self-
expanding expander that reached a higher swelling state than
typical PVP/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) hydrogels
by exchanging the CH3 groups in the PVP/PMMA hydrogel
chains for carboxylic groups.34 The device’s swelling ca-
pacity (Q = maximum swelling volume/anhydrous volume)
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FIG. 1. Results of in vivo studies on engineered PEGDA expanders performed by Jamadi et al. (A) Day 0: two expanders
(P6 P8) were implanted in each rat. Day 21: Both expanders generated enough swelling dilate adjacent tissue. The skin
expanded in all cohorts was in good condition with viable hair growth. (B) In vivo study 4 days after subcutaneous
implantation (P8). (B.I) The explanted area includes expanded skin and the developed granulation tissue that surrounded the
expanders. (B.II) Granulation tissue with blood vessels magnified under loupe microscope. (B.III) The expander was
explanted from the overlying expanded skin and granulation tissue and retained its original shape. (B.IV) Expanded skin
(magnified under loupe microscope) demonstrated signs of mild inflammation. (C) In vivo study 21 days after subcutaneous
implantation (P8). (C.I) The expanded skin and the developed fibrous capsule surrounded the expanders. (C.II) Fibrous
capsule with blood vessels (magnified under loupe microscope). (C.III) The expander was explanted from the overlying
expanded skin and fibrous capsule. The expander device retained its original shape. (C.IV) Skin on the site of expansion
(magnified with loupe microscope) demonstrated little-to-no inflammation. (D) Representative stress–strain curves of P6
and P8 hydrogels before and after implantation (day 21), both in the expansion state (E) Mechanical and swelling properties
of explanted hydrogels on PODs 4 and 21. PEGDA, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate; POD, postoperative day. Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission from Jamadi et al.42 Color images are available
online.
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depended on the degree of ionization of the polymer ma-
terial. Furthermore, the authors present this material to be
biocompatible as monocytes did not migrate or attach to
the hydrogel and therefore did not phagocytose the mate-
rial or show any sign of a foreign body reaction. Currently,
mostly of hydrogel-based tissue expanders frequently used
in the clinical arena consist of VP and MMA copoly-
mers.37–40 However, research efforts have been focused on
discovering alternative novel biomaterials. Janovák et al.
developed thermoresponsive hydrogels composed of
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) as osmotic tis-
sue expanders.41 In their study, they determined that
swelling and mechanical properties can be manipulated
through polymer composition, crosslink density (n = r/Mc,
where r is the density of the polymer and Mc is the mo-
lecular weight of polymer segments between two cross-
links), and concentration and hydrophilicity of fillers. This
work reinforces the idea that biomaterials may be modi-
fied depending on clinical necessity (i.e., patient-specific
anatomy). Furthermore, Jamadi et al. were able to create
poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG)-based hydrogels with adjust-
able mechanical and swelling features by creating composite
mixtures of differing molecular weights.42 The composite
PEG-based expanders were able to be compressed up to
60% of their initial height and could be loaded cyclically for
multiple times without mechanical hysteresis. Studies
in vivo indicated that these hydrogels were able to produce
an expanding pressure high enough to distend the neigh-
boring tissue, while maintaining its original configuration
(Fig. 1).

Currently, an important limitation when applying the
hydrogel-based tissue expanders is the isotropic expansion,
meaning that the swelling happens evenly in all directions.
Therefore, Swan et al. developed a novel hydrogel able to
control unequal expansion, or in an anisotropic manner.43

This novel feature broadens the clinical applications for
which these materials could be implemented. Repairing an
anatomical defect can now be established without the risks
of device extrusion and unfavorable expansion. In in vitro
studies, anisotropic expansion was achieved in a hydrogel
polymer network composed of MMA and VP by annealing
the xerogel for a specified period of time under a com-
pressive load. The authors were able to modify the aniso-
tropic conditions and composition, increasing expansion
ratio up to 1500%. In a follow-up study, Swan et al.

implanted their device under the mucoperiosteal plane of
swine palates.44 In vivo results demonstrated a significant
volume expansion of the area after 6 weeks, without pro-
minent inflammatory reaction.

Hydrogel-based tissue expanders have many advantages
over conventional methods. The lack of a filling port and its
malleability allows the device to be applied in any ana-
tomical site. Traditional expanders require close follow-up
with a health care professional for regular inflation. Hy-
drogels do not require regular, percutaneous inflation, ulti-
mately reducing patient morbidity and health care costs.

Vascularized Composite Allotransplantation: From
Mythology to Clinical Reality

A major advancement in modern reconstructive surgery
has been the reshaping of human form with tissue from
a donor, referred to as vascularized composite allo-
transplantation (VCA)45 (Fig. 2). VCA has been practiced in
the United States since 1998 with the first documented case
being a larynx transplant.46 VCA donation and transplan-
tation were integrated into the OPTN/UNOS Organ Pro-
curement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) in 2014,
ultimately establishing a national network for VCA dona-
tion. Due to this classification, many clinicians propose
VCA to become more widespread, especially as new ther-
apies and protocols are transferred from the bench to the
bedside.47

VCA is an allogeneic transplant surgery like solid organ
transplantation (SOT; e.g., lungs, kidneys, and hearts), but
instead involves a collection of tissues including skin, vas-
culature, nerves, muscles, and others. Currently, its most
common uses in reconstructive surgery involve the face and
hands, with penile transplantation recently becoming com-
mon with the first U.S. transplant performed at Massachu-
setts General Hospital in 2016 and the first U.S. full penis/
scrotal transplant performed at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
2018.48–50 While the actual operative technique of VCA
surgery is not easy, most procedures are successful due to
their elective nature, the assembly of organized medical and
surgical teams, and personalized planning—which can take
anywhere from months to years.51 So why is VCA, specif-
ically hand and face transplantation, not more common? To
put it simply, unlike most solid organ transplants, VCA is
not usually considered lifesaving and can carry significant

FIG. 2. Global progress in
clinical vascularized composite
allotransplantation (VCA) by year
of transplantation and/or publica-
tion by Edtinger et al. Figure
reproduced with permission from
Springer Nature, the original figure
was published under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional License.45 Individual
references.53–67 Color images
are available online.
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risk—medical, psychological, and social. When specifically
talking about penile transplant, significant efforts are being
made in elaborating guidelines to mitigate ethical concerns
and psychological complications.52 Failure of the patient to
adapt emotionally and/or psychologically is correlated with
more clinical complications. Important factors for success
include having good friends and family support, intact coping
mechanisms, and financial means to allocate near a transplant
team; plus, the fact of being able to handle the stress of being
a public figure, because of the high probability of the media
to cover the story. Nonetheless, these procedures are ‘‘life
enhancing’’ and should therefore be considered in certain
patient populations.

Allogeneic transplant surgery, in simplicity, involves
taking a donor’s body part and attaching it to a recipient in a
way that it integrates biologically to become healthy, living
tissue.68 However, when transplanting a body part or organ
into a recipient, the immune system will recognize the tissue
as foreign and commence to reject it. Currently, the only
way for transplanted tissue to survive is to have a strict
immunosuppressant medication regimen.69 As an adverse
effect, patients on this type of treatment are prone to in-
fections and certain types of malignancies. Ultimately, the
benefit of life and improvements in long-term quality of life
(QOL) from SOT have made this treatment option the gold
standard for organ failure, in light of its complications and
risks.70 However, for faces and limbs, the reward is quite
different with a higher risk because the immunosuppression
protocols are currently harsher. Research has shown that
the incidence of having a single acute rejection episode in
the postoperative period surpasses 80% in face and hand
transplants, compared to only 20% for renal allografts.71,72

The explanation of why the incidence of rejection in VCA is
so much higher than SOT is still a mystery, but Kueckelhaus
et al. (2017) suggest three main causes: a more competent
immune system in VCA recipients, VCA-specific immune
responses and immunogenicity, and an overall inexperience
of immunosuppressive therapy in such a novel field.73 Many
researchers believe that a main proponent is the inclusion
and involvement of skin in VCA, since skin is known to be
the most immunogenic tissue; VCA transplants are large in
size and are composed of different tissues, affecting the
immune response at levels.73 More specifically, the skin
contains a number of elements capable of self-triggering
the host immunological system. Some mechanisms include
the following: production of cytokines by innate activated
cells (e.g., fibroblasts) to stimulate antigen-presenting cells
(APCs), activation of dermal dendritic cells (DCs) into
APCs through cytokines produced, recruitment of memory
cells by an activated capillary endothelium expressing hu-
man leukocyte antigen (HLA) Class I and II, transendothe-
lial migration of lymphocytes by endothelial expression of
adhesion molecules, clonal expansion and maturation of T
cells into effector and memory cells causing vast destruction
through their effector mechanisms when the migration
reaches superficial layers of the skin like the epidermis,
and many more.74–76 Unlike SOT, in VCA, transplantation
antibody-mediated rejection is not quite well understood,
although some authors have described the presence of
complement components (C4d) inside the graft.53 Anti-
bodies are known to ‘‘complement fix,’’ that is, to activate
the complement cascade. Therefore, antibodies are thought

to be important, but further research in this area is war-
ranted. Furthermore, another issue that plays a major role
in VCA graft failure is ischemic-reperfusion injury (IRI).77

IRI occurs when a tissue source undergoes ischemia for a
prolonged period (e.g., during procurement), and then is
quickly perfused causing the rapid synthesis of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), especially hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), which results in cellular and tissue toxicity.

Along with graft failure, another major issue in VCA is
functional outcome over time. These surgeries require the
connection of peripheral nerves from the recipient site to the
donor tissue. The rate of peripheral axonal growth commonly
agreed upon in the scientific community is about 1–2 mm per
day. Therefore, peripheral nerve regeneration research, in the
context of VCA and in isolated nerve injuries, is of great
interest to reconstructive surgeons.78 Thus, it can take full
limb and face transplant recipients a year before they recover
adequate, but never full, motor and sensory function.78

Currently, VCA patients must go through stringent physical
training regimens of at least 2 h a day, with constant func-
tional outcome testing (as imaging modalities are still ex-
perimental), to ensure successful nerve coaptation (bringing
the proximal recipient stump together with the distal donor
stump) and to return to their everyday activities.

To this date, over 200 VCA surgeries have been per-
formed45 (Fig. 2). Due to the limitations specified above,
they have had variable outcomes. As of today, a limited
number of specific institutions in the United States have
approval to perform VCA and patients must go through a
very rigorous screening process—psychological, physical,
and immunological—before being approved by a hand-
picked team of medical professionals.79 Although very
promising, VCA is infrequently performed in the United
States due to ethical considerations, which include the use of
harsh immunosuppression protocols and relatively poor
functional outcomes. Furthermore, cost analysis research
has shown VCA to be more costly than conventional re-
construction. For example, Nguyen et al. determined facial
transplantation to be costlier. However, once adjusted for
case severity and the potential for needing further opera-
tions, the cost profiles were similar—except for costly im-
munosuppression protocols needed in the VCA cohort.80

That being said, standardized and widespread use are ex-
pected to lower costs, ultimately making these procedures
more affordable for the health care system.80 For the reasons
described, many researchers are working on ways to in-
crease graft survival (primarily through immunotolerance)
and improve functional outcomes (primarily through pe-
ripheral nerve regeneration). The goal of these technologies
is to increase the success of VCA, allowing for its more
widespread use, not just in face and hand transplantation,
but in all aspects of reconstructive surgery.

Improving graft acceptance

Sustained, targeted, and controlled delivery of immuno-
suppressants and ROS scavengers. Progress in the bio-
materials field has resulted in revolutionary drug delivery
scaffolds that aid immunosuppressants through sustained,
targeted, and controlled drug release.81 Several key advan-
tages of controlled drug delivery are the ability to maintain
therapeutic drug concentrations, reduce systemic toxicity,
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and being able to use biochemical stimuli to modulate re-
lease.82 The most popular controlled drug delivery systems
(DDS) are polymeric hydrogels and microparticles and na-
noparticles (NPs) due to manipulative properties such as
size, stimuli-responsivity, and kinetics that can be adjusted
by fine-tuning their chemical composition, morphology,
physicochemical properties, molecular weights, fabrication
method, and degree of crosslinking.83–85 By modifying these
features, scientists have been able to simultaneously im-
prove clinical efficacy and reduce systemic toxicity of cur-
rent FDA-approved immunosuppressants (Table 2).

Many DDS have been studied in SOT models.87 Even
though the immunobiology of VCA has been shown to
differ from SOT,88 scientists and surgeons have begun
to study their use in VCA-relevant animal models due to
NP success in SOT preclinical studies. For example,
Gajanayake et al. loaded tacrolimus (TAC; a.k.a. FK506,
Table 2) into a self-assembled triglycerol monostearate
(TGMS) hydrogel that was designed to release the drug in
response to proteolytic enzymes (MMP-2 and MMP-9),
which are overexpressed in inflammatory environments
(Fig. 3).

The authors found that with a single local injection of the
TAC-based hydrogel, significantly prolonged graft survival
in a full major histocompatibility complex (MHC) mis-
matches murine limb transplantation model, leading to a
median graft survival of >100 days, compared to 33.5 days
in mice infused with systemic TAC (Fig. 4).

Furthermore, the experimental group was shown to have
less kidney and liver toxicity.89 Using a similar technique,
Unadkat et al. developed double-walled FK506 (TAC)-
laden microspheres and evaluated immunosuppression in a
rodent hind limb transplantation model. The FK506 disks

were inserted subcutaneously either in the native non-
transplanted leg or in a transplanted allograft. Systemic
FK506 levels were drawn. The authors chose their endpoint
to be either graft survival at 180 days or a grade 3 rejection.
At the end of the study period, they measured tissue con-
centrations of FK506 levels and mixed lymphocytic reac-
tions. The authors found that a sole disk maintained
therapeutic systemic blood FK506 levels between 5 and
15 ng/mL for 146 – 11.1 days. Past this point, the concen-
tration of the drug decreased to below 5 ng/mL, but there
was an increased level of the immunosuppressive drug in the
draining lymph nodes (DLNs). Unlike other groups, animals
with an FK506 disk in the transplanted allograft had 100%
allograft survival for more than 180 days, despite subther-
apeutic systemic levels below 5 ng/mL. Characterization of
lymphocytic reactions revealed T cell hyporesponsiveness
in the inguinal nodes draining the FK506 disk.90 These two
studies, along with others, show that targeted, controlled,
and sustained immunosuppressant delivery systems can
lower systemic toxicity and improve drug efficacy, and
demonstrate their promise for implication in VCA.

Although local injection strategies have been success-
ful, systemic therapies have been less so. Only recently, the
importance of site-specific targeting of systemic therapies
has been realized. Recently, it has been hypothesized that
outcomes in transplantation and immune diseases have im-
proved, when targeting drug delivery into DLNs. Bahmani
et al. demonstrated this in murine cardiac allografts.91 They
targeted their therapy through the knowledge that peripheral
node addressin (PNAd) molecules are uniquely expressed in
the high endothelial venule. PNAd is recognized by MECA79
monoclonal antibodies (mAb). They synthesized an anti-CD3
NP (described in Immunomodulation: Biomimetic Drug

Table 2. Common Immunosuppressant Medications Currently Used in Transplantation,

Their Mechanisms of Action, and Associated Systemic Side Effects

Immunosuppressant Mechanism of action Systemic side effects

Tacrolimus
(a.k.a. FK506)

Calcineurin inhibitor Nephrotoxic, neurotoxic, hypertension, glucose
intolerance, hyperkalemia, metabolic acidosis,
and hyperlipidemia

Corticosteroids
i.e. prednisone

Inhibits production of IL-1 and IL-6;
blocks T cell activation

Osteonecrosis, osteoporosis, CNS effects, growth
suppression, glucose intolerance, hypertension,
obesity, poor wound healing, adrenal
suppression, cataracts, and cushingoid features

Cyclosporine Calcineurin inhibitor Nephrotoxic, neurotoxic, hypertension, mild tremor,
excess hair growth, gingival hyperplasia, glucose
intolerance, hyperkalemia, metabolic acidosis,
and hyperlipidemia

Azathioprine Inhibits purine synthesis causing
decreased DNA and RNA synthesis

Bone marrow depression, hepatotoxic, and PTLD

Mycophenolate
mofetil

Impairs B cell and T cell proliferation
by inhibiting de novo guanosine
nucleotide synthesis

Gastrointestinal toxicity (abdominal pain, nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea), leukopenia,
myelosuppression, viral infections,
and spontaneous abortions

Sirolimus mTOR inhibitor; inhibits T cell
proliferation

Hypertension, myelosuppression, diarrhea,
proteinuria, poor wound healing, and skin rash

Muromonab-CD3 Anti-CD3 antibody that prevents
T cell activation

Pulmonary edema, acute renal failure, severe
cytokine-release syndrome, digestive toxicity,
CNS effects (seizures), infections, and lymphoma

CNS, central nervous system; PTLD, post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder; RNA, ribonucleic acid.
Source: Halloran.86
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FIG. 3. Encapsulation of TAC in TGMS hydrogel and enzyme-responsive drug release by Gajanayake et al. (A) TGMS
self-assembly and TAC encapsulation. (B) Transmission electron micrograph of TGMS-TAC hydrogel. (C, D) Proteolytic
enzyme-responsive TAC release. Hydrogels incubated in PBS remained hydrolytically stable and did not release drug for at
least 3 months. Addition of proteolytic enzymes (lipase, MMP-2, and MMP-9) induced the release of drug. *p < 0.002 and
**p < 0.01, PBS versus enzyme-treated groups. (E) Schematic of LPS activation of RAW 264.7 macrophages to mimic
inflammation. (F) Cell culture supernatant from activated macrophages induced drug release (gray symbols, supernatant
added on days 0, 3, and 6), meanwhile supernatant from nonactivated macrophages or PBS did not (***p < 0.03). LPS,
lipopolysaccharide; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; TAC, tacrolimus; TGMS, triglycerol monostearate. Figure reproduced
with permission from The American Association for the Advancement of Science.89 Color images are available online.
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Delivery and Materials section) and coated the surface with
MECA79 mAb (MECA79-anti-CD3-NP) to increase lym-
phonodular accumulation. The accumulation of MECA79-
NPs at the DLN was significantly higher compared to
nonconjugated particles. The MECA79-NPs experienced
internalization by T cells and DCs within the LNs. Fur-
thermore, short-term treatment of murine cardiac allograft
recipients with MECA79-anti-CD3-NPs resulted in pro-
longed allograft survival. More specifically, a prominent
presence of intragraft and DLN regulatory T (Treg) cell

populations were observed. Many of the published studies
regarding site-targeted systemic delivery have been done in
SOT and not in VCA. Since the immunology and clinical
applications of these procedures are vastly different, tar-
geted systemic delivery studies in VCA are warranted.

IRI is also a main contributor to reduced graft function
and graft rejection.77 The starring role in the pathophysi-
ology of IRI is the rapid mass production of ROS. H2O2 is
the most common form of ROS synthesized as a byproduct
during IRI. This produces inflammation, apoptosis, and

FIG. 4. VCA survival studies and histopathological features performed by Gajanayake et al. (A, B) Brown Norway–to–
Lewis orthotopic hindlimb transplantation. Control groups were left untreated (I) or were treated with TGMS as a vehicle
(II). Experimental groups were treated with a single injection of 7-mg TAC subcutaneously (III) or 7-mg TGMS-TAC (IV)
into the transplanted or contralateral limb (TGMS-TAC/ConLat) (V), respectively, at POD 1. Kaplan-Meier graft survival
curves are shown. (C) Representative macroscopic images of hindlimb allografts. (C.i) Groups I and II showed an acute
rejection with a MST of 11 days. (C.ii) Group III allografts (single injection of 7-mg TAC), rejected with a MST of
33.5 days. (C.iii) No signs of rejection were seen in the long-term survival group IV on day 100. (D, E) Representative
photomicrographs of the histology (hematoxylin and eosin staining) of skin (D) and gastrocnemic muscle (E) of normal rats,
no treatment, TGMS-treated, TAC only-treated, and TGMS-TAC-treated groups. Rejected grafts showed cell infiltration,
edema formation, and necrosis. MST, mean survival time. Figure reproduced with permission from The American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.89 Color images are available online.
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further tissue/organ damage.92 A variety of antioxidants
have been investigated for their ability to reduce IRI. These
include curcumin, quercetin, superoxide dismutase, Tempol,
Coenzyme Q10, taurine, zinc aspartate, and others.93 Heme
oxygenase 1 has demonstrated, in the literature, some en-
couraging benefits in renal transplants, by improving graft
performance without affecting immunosuppressive therapy
blood levels.94 However, no randomized controlled trials
have been done to prove the role of antioxidants or com-
bination of these reducing IRI. Thus, a recent idea in the
field of biomaterials has been to create ROS ‘‘scavengers’’
or ‘‘sponges’’ that react or bind to excess ROS, especially
H2O2, and create a benign reaction product.95 Lee et al.
reported antioxidant NPs formulated from copolyoxalate-
containing vanillyl alcohol (VA) (PVAX) as a novel IRI-
targeted nanotherapeutic agent. The authors designed PVAX
with antioxidant VA and H2O2-responsive peroxalate ester
linkages covalently incorporated in its backbone. They
showed that their PVAX NPs degrade in the presence of
H2O2 causing the release of VA, ultimately reducing the
generation of ROS and concomitantly exerting anti-
inflammatory and antiapoptotic activity.96

Although the use of a VA release system has been com-
mon, Dollinger et al. applied a novel technology by creating
the triblock polymer poly[(propylene sulfide)-block-(N,N-
dimethylacrylamide)-block-(N-isopropylacrylamide)] (PPS135-
b-PDMA152-b-PNIPAAM225, or PDN). In this system, the
poly(propylene sulfide) (PPS) chemistry reacts irreversibly
with ROS, such as H2O2, conveying intrinsic antioxidant
capabilities to the system. In their studies, PDN hydrogels
were satisfactorily integrated to type I collagen to form
ROS-protective, composite hydrogels for the successful
delivery of cell therapies which, in their case, were beta
islet cells transplanted for diabetes.97 This approach also
conceivably has potential for the protected transportation of
stem cells (for immunomodulation and peripheral nerve
regeneration) and/or for suppressing IRI in allogeneic tissue
transfers.

Immunomodulation: stem cell delivery. Mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) have been proven scientifically to im-
prove outcomes in SOT and VCA by increasing allograft
survival, promoting peripheral nerve axonal regeneration,
decreasing reperfusion injury, and promoting tissue heal-
ing.98 MSCs are multipotent, having the capability of dif-
ferentiating into any cell of mesenchymal origin such as
muscle, bone, ligament, tendon, and adipose tissue.99,100

MSCs were originally discovered in bone marrow and ac-
count for 0.001–0.01% of bone marrow cells, but it is now
known that they are also present in umbilical cord tissue,
amniotic fluid, developing molar tooth buds, and the most
clinically relevant location—adipose tissue.101 When used
experimentally or clinically, MSCs are autologous (i.e., they
are harvested from a donor site [usually bone marrow or
adipose tissue], processed, and then implanted at a recipient
site in the same animal or patient), thereby circumventing
any adverse immunological responses.99 One of the major
barriers to the successful use of stem cell-based therapies in
regenerative medicine is limited survival and retention at the
desired site of action.102 To address this barrier, researchers
have developed several approaches, including the encapsula-
tion of stem cells in synthetic, anti-inflammatory extracellular

matrices, biomaterial scaffolds to enhance stem cell survival
and engraftment, pharmacological preconditioning of MSCs
before administration, genetic modification of MSCs, and co-
transplantation with other, supportive cell types.103,104

Originally, MSCs were thought to solely mediate tissue
repair and regeneration through replacement of injured cells.
Lately, researchers have suggested that MSCs secrete im-
munomodulatory cytokines and trophic factors that act
through autocrine, juxtacrine, paracrine, and endocrine sig-
naling (e.g., HLA-G, IL-6, PGE2, NO, and IDO), in re-
sponse to specific stimuli such as the onset of acute/chronic
transplant rejection.105–107 More specifically, MSCs are
thought to decrease the activity of immune cells such as B
cells, T cells, DCs, natural killer cells, neutrophils, and
monocytes, while inducing the upregulation of Tregs, which
have been shown in a countless number of studies to be
immunosuppressive.108,109 In a study by Plock et al., Brown
Norway–to–Lewis rat hindlimb transplant recipient animals
were assigned to groups receiving donor-derived AD-MSCs
(adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells) either on post-
operative day (POD) 1, POD 4, or repeatedly on PODs 4, 8,
and 15. These groups were then compared to untreated
controls. In control animals, all transplanted limbs were
rejected within 7 weeks. All animals receiving a single ad-
ministration of AD-MSCs on POD 4 rejected within 8
weeks. In the group receiving single administration of AD-
MSCs on POD 1, 60% of recipients demonstrated graft sur-
vival over 12 weeks and the remaining grafts survived over
15 weeks. Finally, repeated AD-MSC administration on
PODs 4, 8, and 15 resulted in graft survival over 15 weeks in
50% of the recipients. Endpoint histological analysis of graft
arteries revealed significant differences of arterial intimal
thickness between control and AD-MSC-treated animals. The
authors determined that chimerism was associated with the
increased generation of CD4+CD25highFoxP3+ Tregs. Al-
though this study provided evidence for AD-MSC delivery
improving VCA outcomes, future animal studies are war-
ranted to optimize dosing and frequency of administration
and understanding their potential role in combinatorial ther-
apies before their translation to clinical use.110

Immunomodulation: biomimetic drug delivery and materi-
als. Although targeted and controlled delivery of immu-
nosuppression have decreased adverse effects, resulting in
more efficacious outcomes with fewer side effects, recently,
researchers have proposed therapeutics that simulate the
body’s self-immunologic tolerance mechanisms, called
‘‘biomimetics’’111 (Fig. 5). Currently, the objective is to
produce synthetic cell lines to have similar effects as Tregs
and tolerogenic dendritic cells (tDCs). There is also a special
interest in developing ways to promote the natural synthesis
of these cellular lineages throughout the body87 (Fig. 5C, D).
Currently, the main classes and goals of biomimetic therapy
are Treg-inducing and recruiting factors, induction of tDCs,
and artificial antigen-presenting cells (aAPCs). Multiple im-
munologic studies have shown that Tregs have the potential
to promote acquired tolerance in allotransplantation.112 Thus,
investigators have developed NPs coated with poly(lactic
acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) that target CD4 T cells to
release leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), a cytokine that has
been shown to induce FoxP3 expression in T cells.113–115 In
addition to Treg-inducing factors, factors that can recruit
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endogenous Treg-cells are also promising. Fisher et al. were
able to synthesize microparticles (MPs) referred to as Re-
cruitment MPs (CCL22 loaded MPs), as well as Expansion
MPs (IL2, transforming growth factor [TGF], and rapamycin-
loaded MPs) for the recruitment and expansion of endoge-
nous Tregs, respectively. Following subcutaneous injections
of recruitment and expansion MPs, transplanted rodent limbs
survived indefinitely (>200 days) and swine allografts sur-
vived more than 4 weeks without rejection.116 Along the
same lines of immunomodulation, Lewis et al. showed that
delivering cytokines and small molecules intracellularly and
extracellularly to DCs hinders maturation, resulting in a tol-
erogenic (tDC) phenotype. They synthesized two classes of
PLGA MPs: phagocytosable MPs loaded with either rapa-
mycin or retinoic acid and unphagocytosable MPs loaded
with either transforming growth factor beta (TGF-b) or IL-10.
All combinations of these MPs, when cultured with DCs,
demonstrated reduced surface expression levels of MHC II,
CD80, and CD86, while leading to resistance of lipopoly-
saccharide (LPS) activation. Furthermore, DCs that received
MPs were able to regulate T cell stimulation in mixed lym-
phocyte reactions and produce T cells toward a more regu-
latory class (Treg).117 MP and NP formulations delivered
locally in hydrogels or administered systemically have both
been used to modulate immune tolerance in transplant ap-
plications.118,119 The size difference between NPs and MPs/
microspheres allows for precise control over drug loading
efficiency, stability, cell membrane permeability, and local
tissue retention.120 In general, the use of larger MP formu-
lations or embedding NPs and MPs in hydrogels promotes
local tissue retention due to limited diffusion, whereas NP
formulation diffusion out of the site of delivery is inversely
proportional to particle size and dependent on the site and/or
method of administration. However, systemically adminis-

tered NPs with systemic effects have been shown to be
beneficial in certain applications. For example, Hlavaty et al.
utilized systemically administered poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLG) NPs loaded with DBY, a model H-Y histocompati-
bility antigen, to induce tolerance induction in a murine bone
marrow transplant model.121

Recently, immunotherapies for cancer have been a pop-
ular topic among researchers. A similar, but physiologically
opposite technology could be useful for improved trans-
plantation outcomes and treating autoimmune diseases
among other applications. Instead of stimulating T cell
proliferation and activity, scientists have recognized that a
material that can downregulate the T cell response could
result in significant therapeutic benefits. Thus, aAPCs have
been of interest. These types of constructs aim to reach the T
cell receptor (TCR) in an indistinguishable way as innate
antigen-presenting cells, but elicit a tolerogenic rather than
immunogenic response. A well-accepted principle in im-
munology is that three ‘‘signals’’ are absolutely required for
T cell activation, an all-or-none event termed the ‘‘3-signal
hypothesis’’122 (Fig. 5C). When APC MHC-peptide com-
plex interacts initially with the T cell receptor this produces
the first signal (signal 1) for cell activation. A secondary co-
stimulatory signal, signal 2, is needed, otherwise T cells are
unresponsive even in the presence of signal 1. CD28 is the
main receptor on T cells for signal 2, which has affinity to
bind to the co-stimulatory molecules, B7-1 (CD80) and B7-
2 (CD86). Finally, there is now significant proof that CD8+

T cells also demand a cytokine-mediated signal (signal 3).
This is mediated by macrophages and/or DCs. CD8+ T cells
become unresponsive and fail to develop cytotoxic action
when they do not receive a third signal, after signals 1 and 2.
Following these principles, the majority of aAPC constructs
have a crowded surface bound to anti-CD3 (signal 1) and

FIG. 5. Drug delivery
routes and mechanisms using
MNP-based drug delivery
systems created by Fisher
et al. (A) MNP’s can deliver
therapies locally. (B) MNP’s
can be uptaken by cells
including immune cells such
as dendritic cells to act
intracellularly. (C) aAPCs
can modulate signals 1, 2,
and 3 ultimately affecting
T-cell activation. (D) MNPs
can be used to induce the
production of and/or recruit
endogenous Tregs. MNP,
microparticle/nanoparticle.
Image reproduced with
permission from Elsevier.87

Color images are available
online.
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anti-CD28 (signal 2) ligands for TCR (CD3) and costimu-
latory receptors (CD28). They can then be synthesized or
modified to control the lymphocytic immune response
through specific interactions, targeted signaling, or localized
drug/factor delivery, specifically to the T cell population
(signal 3).123 In addition to Tregs, tDCs, and aAPCs, mac-
rophages have been proposed to be important in transplan-
tation. Based on signaling cues rising from their micromilieu,
macrophages will differentiate into proinflammatory (M1),
prohealing (M2), or regulatory (Mregs) macrophages. M1
macrophages are classically activated, attack the endothelial
graft, and activate other leukocytes, resulting in tissue injury.
This subclass is predominantly present in allografts that are
acutely rejected. M2 macrophages are alternatively activated,
and promote tissue repair and injury resolution, resulting in
fibrosis. This phenotype is commonly found in allografts that
are damaged chronically. Mregs are activated in a distinct
pathway from M1 and M2 macrophages. They regulate anti-
inflammatory responses and have lymphocyte-suppressive
capacity. For these reasons, Mregs have been attractive can-
didates for use as an adjunct cell-based suppressive therapy to
prevent allograft rejection.124 Overall, biomimetic immuno-
modulatory biomaterials show great promise for the field of
immunobiology.

Improving peripheral nerve regeneration
and postoperative functional outcomes

Peripheral nerve injury remains a significant clinical
problem as distal limb dysfunction severely affects patient
QOL and results in substantial social and economic burdens.
Peripheral nerve regeneration is a very complex process: the
slow rate of nerve regeneration, Wallerian degeneration of
nerve stumps, tissue adhesion, and muscular and motor end
plate atrophy are severe limitations to functional rehabili-
tation.125 Physical therapy (i.e., kinetic therapy) is com-
monly utilized to promote functional recovery. However,
stresses put on paralyzed muscles may hinder axonal
recovery and should be initiated in later stages of nerve
regeneration when gradual muscular strength return is
demonstrated.126 Although preclinical animal models have
demonstrated that physical exercise increases the number of
regenerating axons, the rate of axonal growth, and the extent
of muscle reinnervation following peripheral nerve injury,
the evidence demonstrating a positive effect of exercise on
nerve regeneration in humans is lacking.127 Consequently,
current research and development are focused on methods to
promote and guide axonal growth that results in functional
remodeling, in conjunction with anatomical restoration.

Stem cell delivery. Like immunologic tolerance, the
delivery of stem cells has also been hypothesized to improve
peripheral nerve regeneration.128 They are thought to work
through three main mechanisms of action: differentiating
into Schwann-like cells, increasing neurotropic production,
and by enhancing myelination of regenerating axons. A
recent study by Cooney et al. determined that rats that un-
derwent sciatic nerve transection with immediate repair and
were treated with either local or systemic MSCs showed
faster regain of compound muscle action potential ampli-
tudes and higher axon counts when contrasted to negative
controls. They also performed the same experiment in ro-

dents receiving allogeneic hindlimb transplants. Subjects
that received MSCs locally demonstrated an outstanding
increase in axon counts. Overall, these researchers con-
cluded that local and systemic MSC injections increased
remarkably the rate and degree of axonal regeneration after
injury and hindlimb transplantation model.129 Schwann cells
are the key mediators of peripheral nerve regeneration (in
comparison to oligodendrocytes in the central nervous sys-
tem), but their use for cell-based therapy is restrained by the
invasiveness of the harvesting and the resulting morbidity at
the donor site. Schwann cells are embryologically originated
from the neural crest.130,131 Therefore, neural crest stem
cells have been studied extensively as a progenitor to
Schwann cells.132 In addition, multiple other classes of stem
cells have been studied for their ability to differentiate into
Schwann-like cells. Other stem cells implicated and utilized
in nerve regeneration include neural stem cells, embryonic
stem cells, bone marrow-derived stem cells (BMSCs),
adipose-derived stem cells, fetal-derived stem cells, skin-
derived precursor stem cells (SKP-SCs), hair follicle stem
cells, dental pulp stem cells, muscle-derived stem/progenitor
cells, and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Every
stem cell type has advantages and disadvantages, although
mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs and ADSCs) have been
studied the most due to their differentiation potential, easy
isolation, and immunomodulatory properties.128 Many pre-
clinical studies have shown success, but progress to human
clinical trials has been delayed due to ethical and safety
concerns regarding stem cell therapies, including promotion
of tumor growth, metastasis, and overestimated therapeutic
potential.133

Nerve guidance conduits. A nerve guidance conduit is a
tubular structure, either synthetic or biological, whose pur-
pose is to bridge the space between the two ends of a
transected nerve, providing isolation from the surrounding
tissue, avoiding scar formation, and functioning as a vessel
for proximal axonal outgrowth into the distal nerve134,135

(Fig. 6). The conduit should provide an infrastructure for
newly regenerated axons to reach the distal nerve stump,
avoiding granulation (i.e., scar) tissue infiltration, and al-
lowing the diffusion of neurotrophic factors synthesized at
the nerve stumps. Some researchers have even incorporated
materials that deliver cell therapies and/or neurotrophic
molecules.136 Nerve conduits can be biologically derived
from decellularized tissue (e.g., the FDA-approved decel-
lularized allograft Avance� from Axogen, Inc.) or manu-
factured from synthetic or biological materials.136 Synthetic
materials that have been studied include poly(lactic acid)
(PLA), PLGA, poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(amidoamine)
(PAA), and PEG, and others. Some natural biological materials
such as proteins and polysaccharides that have been studied
include chitosan, collagen, fibrin, fibronectin, gelatin, keratin,
silk fibroin, hyaluronic acid, alginate, and others.137 All these
materials have their own benefits and drawbacks (e.g., batch-
to-batch variability is a limitation for biological materials) and
their uses are dependent on the type of peripheral nerve injury
acquired. Furthermore, synthesis adds another level of com-
plexity. A large variety of fabrication methods exist for fab-
ricating nerve conduits, including wet phase inversion for
hollow fiber membrane production, immersion precipitation,
cylindrical weaving, tubular braiding, transfer molding, various
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extrusion methods, three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting, elec-
trospinning, solvent casting, and external magnetic field ma-
nipulation.138 Most materials have been studied on crush and
partial crush sciatic nerve animal injury models, but their
usefulness as nerve conduits in the rat hindlimb allotransplant
model has not been well characterized. Furthermore, certain
nerve conduits have shown benefits in clinical use, but never in
the setting of VCA.139 Thus, further studies in a VCA animal
model is warranted before a nerve conduit human clinical trial
in VCA is carried out.78

Novel therapeutic approach highlight: modulating gene
expression with microRNAs. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are
small noncoding ribonucleic acids (RNAs) that regulate
the expression of target endogenous messenger RNA
(mRNA).140–142 Throughout the years, many miRNAs have
been described to be pertinent in axonal regeneration.143

miRNAs can either be delivered exogenously to enhance
activity or inhibited to modulate miRNA activity for re-
generative medicine and tissue engineering.144 For example,
miR-338 and miR-21 co-transfection has been shown to
expedite axonal regeneration and promote functional re-
covery after injury.145 In addition, miR-1 regulates Schwann
cell proliferation. SCs have been shown to be the cell type
most important for peripheral nerve regeneration outcomes,
recovery time, and migration by regulating brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) after peripheral nerve injury.146

Terasawa et al. determined that miR-221/222 plays an im-
portant contribution in promoting SC proliferation and mi-
gration, and regulating nerve growth factor (NGF)
expression through different signaling pathways.147 Due to
these promising findings, Song et al. studied the potential of
delivering miR-221 and miR-222 as an exogenous thera-
peutic.148 Because miRNAs are highly negatively charged
and unstable, they often need a carrier molecule, most
commonly a cationic, biocompatible polymer.144 Their re-
sults were promising as demonstrated by the upregulation of
miR-221/222 in SCs, resulting in an increased expression of
NGF and myelin basic protein, in vitro. After in vitro

studies, they used an animal model (mice) to assess in vivo
effectiveness of 2,6-pyridinedicarboxaldehyde (PDAPEI)/
miR-221/222 complexes, synthesized using poly-
ethylenimine (PEI) crosslinked with PDAPEI, for axonal
outgrowth after sciatic crush injuries. There final outcomes
(nerve conduction, clinical, histologic, and immunohisto-
chemical analyses) concluded that PDAPEI/miR-221/222
complexes stimulated considerable axonal regeneration after
crush injury, mainly by promoting production of myelin.
Overall, these findings demonstrate that the delivery of miR-
221/222 through PDAPEI might be an encouraging tool in
the armamentarium when treating peripheral nerve injury.
Ultimately, these basic science findings give optimism to-
ward the discovery of novel therapeutics for nerve regen-
eration and highlight the importance of drug delivery
technologies to optimize drug pharmacokinetics and phar-
macodynamics (PK/PD).

Extracorporeal perfusion systems
and cross-circulation

A recent approach that shows promise in addressing the
composite tissue and organ shortage, immunogenicity, IRI,
and other injuries, and allowing for better recipient-donor
matching in both VCA and SOT is the use of extracorporeal
perfusion systems.149,150 Ozer et al. demonstrated that per-
fusion of harvested limbs with fresh autologous plasma in a
swine forelimb transplant model maintained muscle con-
tractility and limb graft viability up to 12 h, extending the
narrow time frame for revascularization of procured ex-
tremities in limb transplantation.151 This group subsequently
demonstrated that utilization of hourly neuromuscular
electrical stimulation could prolong VCA survival up to
24 h.152 Slater et al. demonstrated that ex vivo oxygenated
perfusion of free flaps (i.e., porcine myocutaneous rectus
abdominis flaps) during ischemia time abrogated tissue
damage (due to cell necrosis) over a 24-h period compared
to control groups where tissues were flushed with heparin-
ized autologous blood followed by cold storage.153 This
approach has also been successfully applied to muscle

FIG. 6. Examples of nerve conduit
designs for reconnection of the proximal
nerve stump and the distal nerve stump
by Dalamagkas et al. Figure reproduced
with permission from Elsevier.134 Color
images are available online.
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transplants154 and heart grafts155 to prolong bridge-to-
transplantation time and improve metabolic preservation
and functional recovery. In addition to traditional extracor-
poreal perfusion systems, O’Neill et al. developed a novel
cross-circulation platform that sustained healthy lungs for
36 h, compared to extracorporeal lung perfusion systems
that have been limited to about 6 h.156 Cross-circulation is a
technique that involves connecting the graft to the recipi-
ent’s circulatory system, ultimately allowing for extended
support and time for therapeutic interventions. Overall,
these results show clinical promise and support further in-
vestigation of utilizing extracorporeal perfusion systems and
cross-circulation in a variety of transplant and/or tissue
salvage applications.

Wound Healing

A single diabetic ulcer has been calculated to cost
*$50,000 and chronic wounds affect the health care budget
by costs surpassing over 25 billion dollars every year in the
United States alone.157 Thus, the prevention and treatment
of chronic wounds represent a significant, unmet clinical
need. Chronic wounds can arise from a skin graft donor site
if healing is impaired, which is common in patients with
poor circulation (e.g., diabetics and smokers), patients with
autoimmune disease, and patients who are immunocom-
promised (e.g., cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy
treatment).158 If wounds can be controlled at an earlier stage
by restoring original form and function, than the need for
large tissue transfer surgeries will decrease along with the
number of amputations carried out, ultimately reducing
health care costs and patient morbidity and mortality.

Currently available FDA-approved materials

Wound healing requires an orchestrated effort of molec-
ular and biological processes at the extracellular compart-
ment during the well-characterized phases of inflammation,
proliferation, and matrix remodeling.159 This series of
events are extremely choreographed in a normal state. Un-
fortunately, chronic wounds are unable to advance through
these stages in an ordered manner, failing to heal, often
requiring long-term therapy and high costs. Although a skin
graft can be used, the surgical technique is painful, is time-
consuming, leaves significant donor site wounds, and is
limited especially in large body surface area traumas and
in congenital diseases such as epidermolysis bullosa.160

Currently, there are many FDA-approved advanced skin
substitutes, most popularly Alloderm� from Lifecell Cor-
poration, which comprises decellularized human dermis,
and Integra� from Integra LifeSciences Corporation, which
is a temporary acellular silicone epidermal substitute placed
over a dermal scaffold. Most materials in clinical use bio-
active dressings contain mammalian derived extracellular
matrix (ECM) components (i.e., Alloderm and Integra) and/
or autologous or allogenic human cells such as BioSeed-S�

from BioTissue Technologies, which contain autologous
keratinocytes embedded in fibrin glue, or Dermagraft� from
Advanced BioHealing, which contains living allogenic fi-
broblasts from neonatal skin embedded on biodegradable
polyglactin mesh.161

Novel biomaterials

Although there are many wound healing materials currently
on the market, it is a common sentiment that the available
treatments are functionally equivalent. Toward developing
superior products, recent research efforts have channeled their
efforts in creating breakthrough biomaterials, such as acellular
biopolymeric scaffolds, as better wound healing alterna-
tives.162 The advantage behind these technologies is that they
can be tailored to target specific phases of the healing cascade.

Biomaterial-based dressings currently under development
involve standalone biomaterials such as collagen163 and dex-
tran,164,165 those with bioactive components such as hyaluronic
acid NPs that release vitamin E,166 cell-encapsulating bio-
materials such as MSCs encapsulated in Poly b amino ester
scaffolds,167 nucleic acid delivering biomaterials such as a
combined chitosan and dextran sulfate ultrathin polymer de-
livering small interfering ribonucleic acid (siRNA) targeting
MMP-9,168 materials derived from animal products such
as bovine lyophilized amniotic membrane,169 and drug-/
antibiotic-loaded biomaterials such as a ciprofloxacin-loaded
PEG-chitosan scaffold.170 In addition to therapeutic bioma-
terials, many preventative biomaterial-based technologies are
currently being synthesized and tested for chronic wound
prophylaxis through alleviating ischemia and the associated
tissue damage that can lead to nonhealing wounds.

A recent biomaterial was described that reduces ische-
mia and remedies the lack of revascularization associated
with peripheral arterial disease (PAD), combined with dia-
betes; this approach could be used to reduce the impact of
ischemic injury and the consequent formation of problem-
atic skin wounds. Poole et al. synthesized a novel MP-based
delivery system from ROS-responsive PPS and evaluated
for on-demand antioxidant therapy (Fig. 7). PPS is an
environmentally responsive polymer that is hydrophobic
but becomes hydrophilic by oxidation, thus providing a
resourceful mechanism for ROS-mediated delivery. Be-
cause the polymer reacts with ROS, it possesses inherent
antioxidant properties, as was evident in the ability of
drug-free polymer MPs to reduce ischemic tissue ROS
(Fig. 7C). The researchers tested their platform for the
delivery of curcumin, which has anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant properties, but is used limited in free form due
hydrophobicity and poor solubility. In this study, the
cytocompatible microspheres containing curcumin spe-
cifically targeted and collected ROS inside of activated
macrophages, decreasing cytoplasmic toxic levels of ROS
and improving in vitro cell survival. This decreased the
overall tissue concentration of ROS in vivo in a vascu-
lopathic and diabetic mice hind limb model. PAD is a
very common condition pathogenesis chronic wounds and
ulcers. Delivery of curcumin-PPS microspheres (through
intramuscular injections) expedited healing from hind
limb ischemia, proven by noninvasive imaging tech-
niques. Thus, this study reveals that PPS microspheres are
a generalizable transport for ROS-mediated drug release,
for preventing the progression of, and possibly treating,
chronic wounds that occur commonly in PAD.171

An example of a therapeutic biomaterial used for treat-
ment of existing chronic wounds is the application of siRNA
delivered from ROS-degradable tissue engineering scaf-
folds, an approach shown to promote diabetic wound healing
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in rats172 (Fig. 8). In this study, porous poly(thioketal-
urethane) scaffolds173 were inserted in diabetic wounds and
were designed to locally and sustainably deliver siRNA that
suppresses the expression of prolyl hydroxylase domain
protein 2 (PHD2), a target previously proven to promote
vascularization within subcutaneously applied scaffolds.174

PHD2 is an innate protein that downregulates the proan-
giogenic transcription factor HIF-1a (hypoxia inducible
factor 1-alpha). Under normoxia, PHD2 ‘‘marks’’ HIF-1a
for degradation, but in the setting of oxygen deprivation,
PHD2 does not hydroxylate HIF-1a, stabilizing it to partner
with HIF-1b to form an active heterodimer that traffics to
the nucleus and ultimately stimulates transcription of hyp-
oxia response element (HRE)-containing genes such as the
proangiogenic growth factor vascular, endothelial growth
factor (VEGF).175 Inhibition of PHD2 mimics or enhances
the setting of hypoxia, leading to HIF-1a-driven expression
of proangiogenic factors that spur the growth of blood
vessels and facilitate wound healing. In this study, scaffold-
based delivery of PHD2 siRNA nanocarriers increased the
expression of proangiogenic factors, cell proliferation, and
tissue repair in diabetic wounds, with a substantial increase
in vascularity—a threefold increase in vascular volume in
33 days when compared to untreated controls. This same
class of polyurethane biomaterials can also promisingly be
tuned for delivery of therapeutic cells such as bone marrow-
derived stem cells.176

Ultimately, the goal in biomaterials research is to create a
wound dressing that is permeable to wound exudate, sup-
ports and encourages healing of deep cutaneous voids, has
skin-like mechanical properties, undergoes resorption at a

FIG. 8. siRNA delivered using ROS-degradable tissue-
engineered scaffolds, performed by Martin et al., promotes
diabetic wound healing. Porous poly(thioketal-urethane)
scaffolds implanted in diabetic wounds locally deliver siR-
NA that inhibits the expression of PHD2, thereby increasing
vasculature, proliferating cells, and tissue development.
PHD2, prolyl hydroxylase domain protein 2; siRNA, small
interfering ribonucleic acid. Figure reproduced with per-
mission from Elsevier.172 Color images are available online.

FIG. 7. Long-acting, antioxidant poly-
meric microparticles with on-demand
release of antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory drug curcumin. Studies,
performed by Poole et al., showing that
PPS microspheres provide sustained,
on-demand, local curcumin release and
reduce tissue ROS levels. (A) Curcumin-
PPS microspheres release curcumin faster
in the ischemic limb when compared to
the nonischemic control limb. (B) ROS
levels in the ischemic gastrocnemius
muscle are increased at 1 day following
induction of ischemic injury (ROS is
2.3-fold greater in ischemic vs. control
gastrocnemius). (C) Blank PPS micro-
spheres and curcumin-loaded PPS mi-
crospheres reduce ROS in gastrocnemius
muscles extracted from ischemic limbs.
Data are presented as mean – SEM. Sal-
ine group n = 8, blank PPS group n = 11,
curcumin-PPS group n = 10. *p < 0.05 is
relative to saline treatment. PPS,
poly(propylene sulfide); ROS, reactive
oxygen species; SEM, standard error of
the mean. Figure reproduced with per-
mission from Elsevier.171 Color images
are available online.
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rate that balances the rate of tissue regeneration, can act as a
drug-eluting scaffold, and is ultimately cost-effective and
efficient. Innovations in the field of biomaterials and NPs
show significant promise in developing more efficacious
clinical treatments for wound healing and chronic wounds.

Tissue Engineering

Langer and Vacanti defined tissue engineering as ‘‘an in-
terdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering
and life sciences toward the development of biological sub-
stitutes that restore, maintain, or improve function or a whole
organ’’.177 It involves the use of a tissue scaffold, cells, and
suitable biochemical and physicochemical factors for the
synthesis of viable tissue for a therapeutic reason. Historically,
it was considered an area under biomaterials, but due to its
development and diversification, is currently recognized as its
own field. Surgical reconstruction using bioengineered tissues
has the potential to revolutionize clinical practice by reducing
and/or removing donor-site morbidity and overcoming the
hurdles of organ and composite tissue donation shortages.

Simple tissues

Since its official inception in 1993 by Langer and Vacanti,
tissue engineering has made tremendous progress in ‘‘sim-
ple’’ or ‘‘homogenous’’ tissues, which are constructs that
contain one or a few different cell types. Surgical sub-
specialties have already added tissue engineering into their
armamentarium. It currently possesses a significant role in
breast augmentation and reconstruction, as well in other fields
such as dermal substitutes, wound care, valvular reconstruc-
tion, and osteochondral and nerve grafting.178 This field has
advanced to the point that many laboratory-engineered con-
structs have been used clinically in patients. Atala et al.
pioneered the field by using clinically tissue-engineered
bladder constructs.179 This was followed by several reports in
a plethora of tissues such as trachea,180,181 urethra,182 and
nasal cartilage,183 with outcomes varying substantially.184

Notably, engineered tracheas are currently controversial due
to the Paolo Macchiarini scandal following the revelation that
a majority of his patients died after surgical implantation of
tissue-engineered airways, which is in contrast to what was
originally published.185 Ultimately, Macchiarini was charged
with scientific misconduct and many of his articles have now
been revoked. Currently, significant barriers for the transla-
tion of large-volume tissue substitutes include the incapability
to reproduce ‘‘physiologically relevant tissue’’ and issues
with vascularization, as constructs of lesser size may excel
depending on local angiogenesis179,182; however, implanted
cells in more complex composite tissue constructs have
higher metabolic needs and the diffusion of oxygen is dis-
tance limited in larger constructs.

Complex tissues: bioengineering composite
tissue flaps

The ultimate goal in reconstructive surgery is being able
to reconstruct a collection of tissues de novo, which can fill
large tissue defects, while biologically integrating into the
body. Designing composite tissue flaps that are immuno-
suppression independent would be an optimal clinical
choice over both autologous tissue flaps and allogenic tissue.

Utilizing decellularized tissue scaffolds and/or synthetic
biomaterials, scientists have made substantial progress to-
ward ideal ‘‘ready-to-use-off-the-shelf’’ composite tissue
flaps that are biologically active, meanwhile being readily
accepted by the host immune system.

Decellularized tissue scaffolds. The process of decel-
lularization has been extensively studied for the creation of
bioengineered organs,186–188 but has only recently been
considered for the production of engineered composite tis-
sue flaps. This method involves taking cadaveric organs or
tissues, decellularizing them to leave only the ECM, and
then repopulating the matrix with a patient’s own autolo-
gous stem cells. This creates an engineered tissue flap that
architecturally was constructed with the scaffold from a
cadaver, but contains the patient’s own cells to circumvent
the risk of immune rejection.

Decellularization consists of removing all cellular mate-
rial from the ECM, from any tissue, while avoiding loss or
disruption of the tissue architecture. These outcomes can be
obtained by applying chemical, physical, and enzymatic
techniques. Specific methods include agitation in solution,
thermal shock (i.e., freeze-thaw cycles), ultrasound, hydro-
static pressure, convective flow, and mechanical disrup-
tion.189 It is important to note that within these methods
(e.g., chemical), there are many different individual options
(i.e., ionic vs. nonionic vs. organic solvent, etc.) that vary in
harshness and efficacy. As a result, standardization and
consistency are currently difficult to achieve.190

The following provides an example of the complexity and
variables involved in a decellularization protocol and why
standardization is difficult, Zhang et al. used a combined
chemical/perfusion decellularization protocol to achieve an
acellular decellularized skin/adipose tissue flap (DSAF)
comprising ECM and maintaining the vascular network
from a donor rat191 (Fig. 9): first, groin skin/adipose tissue
flaps (2 · 4 cm2) were harvested and subjected to three
freeze-thaw cycles (which enhances decellularization by
decreasing the amount of residual cellular material, including
nuclei and DNA192). They were then washed in ultrapure
water for 2 days and subsequently incubated in increasing
concentrations of NaCl. Following additional washes and
treatment with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA (for chelation of minerals
and proteolytic digestion), the samples were permeabilized
with 1% Triton X-100 for 5 days with the permeabilization
solution being replaced daily, processed with DNase at 37�C
for 3 h, and washed with ultrapure water and phosphate-
buffered saline solutions. After chemical treatment, the artery
for each flap was connected to a perfusion system and per-
fused with ultrapure water (2 mL/min) for 24 h at ambient
temperature. Finally, the DSAF was sterilized with ethanol
and stored in an antibiotic solution until use. Ultimately, the
DSAF had a dominant vascular pedicle, microcirculatory
vascularity, and a sensory nerve network. The authors were
then able to successfully repopulate the flap with human
adipose-derived stem/stromal cells (hASCs) and human um-
bilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), which integrated
well with the formation of vessel-like structures in vitro.
Microsurgery techniques were then performed to reanas-
tomose the recellularized DSAF into a nude recipient. The
newly engineered construct underwent neovascularization
and constructive remodeling for 3 months postimplantation.
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Furthermore, the authors claim that this platform is not re-
stricted by the extent of the flap because it could be perfused
instantly through microanastamosis from the host’s vessels.
Thus, decellularized grafts coupled with recellularization
show promise for the creation of large composite tissue flaps
for reconstruction.

Synthetic tissue scaffolds. Along with decellularized
matrix, another avenue of research utilizes synthetic
polymer-based scaffolds for the growth, proliferation, and
organization of cells. The major advantages of using syn-
thetic materials over decellularized scaffolds are that they
are more readily available, as they do not require donor
tissue, and therefore can be made freely in the laboratory,
there is less batch-to-batch variability, they are amenable to
commercial scale-up, and they can be modified much more
extensively in shape, size, and function.

Shandalov et al. were able to construct muscle tissue
in vitro by introducing myoblasts, fibroblasts, and endothelial
cells (ECs) into a tridimensional biodegradable poly-l-lactic
acid (PLLA)/PLGA scaffold (Fig. 10). This was cultured until

a small capillary network formed, which was then sutured
in vivo around the recipient’s vessels, allowing capillaries to
sprout. Within 1 week of implantation, scaffolds showed ex-
tensive functional vascular density, perfusion, and anastomosis
with host vessels. Once the graft showed adequate incorpora-
tion with surrounding tissues, the graft was then transferred
with the femoral vessels, as an axial flap, to cover the ab-
dominal wall defect. At 1 week post-transfer, the engineered
muscle flaps were vastly vascularized, with satisfactory inte-
gration, and possessed sufficient strength to withstand intra-
abdominal pressure.193 This experimental procedure touches
on the ‘‘body as a bioreactor’’ concept—a relatively new
strategy that relies on the body’s own regenerative capacity to
grow functional tissues. This approach was first described by
Stevens et al. when they created an artificial space (bioreactor)
between the tibia and the periosteum in such a way that the
body’s healing mechanism was leveraged to engineer neo-
tissue. Using their ‘‘in vivo bioreactor’’ in rabbits, they were
able to engineer bone that was biomechanically identical to
native bone.194 Since then, this concept has been applied to
many different tissue types for a variety of applications. A
clinical example of this concept includes implanting an

FIG. 9. Schematic of ex vivo microvascular free dermal/adipose flap engineered by Zhang et al. DSAF is harvested and
prepared from the donor rat and recellularized with hASCs and HUVECs in vitro. Following vascular anastomosis to the
recipient site, the engineered flap construct activated an M2 macrophage-mediated constructive remodeling process in vivo.
Using this strategy, DSAFs could be translated as a commercial tissue engineering product for personalized tissue repair and
regeneration. DSAF, decellularized skin/adipose tissue flap; hASCs, human adipose-derived stem/stromal cells; HUVECs,
human umbilical vein endothelial cells. Figure reproduced with permission from Elsevier.191 Color images are available online.
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auricular construct underneath the forearm and letting it grow
and develop vascularity before transplantation.195

3D bioprinting. 3D bioprinting is a novel technology
able to design and produce tissue-specific constructs by
creating complicated heterocellular structures with micro-
scale precision. 3D bioprinting enables the deposition of
various biologics, including growth factors, cells, genes,
neo-tissues, and hydrogels modified with ECM proteins.

3D bioprinting has shown promise in many tissue types im-
portant for reconstructive procedures, such as cartilage, muscle,
skin, fat, bone, vasculature, and nerves (Fig. 11). Although these
discoveries have garnered substantial progress throughout the
years, bioprinting has been criticized for its short survival times,
being limited to thin-tissue production, and for its inability to
recapitulate complex composite tissues.196

Excitingly, Kolesky et al. recently proposed an innovative
3D bioprinting method that can create human tissues greater
than 1-cm thickness, with an engineered ECM, corre-
sponding vascular network, and different cell types—the
exact components needed for a composite tissue flap
(Fig. 12). They were able to integrate parenchyma, stroma,
and endothelium into a unique block of tissue by printing
simultaneously several inks of different cell linage as human

MSCs and human neonatal dermal fibroblasts within a sui-
ted ECM that composed of an intrinsic HUVEC-lined vas-
cular system. Using this method, their bioengineered tissues
were capable of programmable cellular heterogeneity and
long-term (>6 weeks) perfusion.238

Recent advances in 3D bioprinting methods show prom-
ise in constructing ‘‘physiologically relevant tissues’’ and
hold a viable solution for facilitating the clinical translation
of tissue-engineered constructs for their physiological test-
ing capabilities and reconstruction purposes.

The Vascularization Problem

As tissue engineering and 3D bioprinting started to become
more commonplace, a few scientists observed the lack of
biologically realistic blood flow into engineered and printed
tissue, and the ‘‘vascularization problem’’ was coined.239–241

In the human body, tissues are perfused by a complex
branched vascular network that then subdivides all the way
into smaller capillaries. The maximum distance between
cells and capillaries is no longer than 200 mm in distance,
which corresponds also to the diffusion limit of oxy-
gen.242,243 There are certain types of tissues where nutrients
and oxygen can be supplied to cell when this distance is
bigger. Examples of these are cornea, cartilage, and skin. In

FIG. 10. Surgical implantation of fabricated tissue grafts followed by flap transfer performed by Shandalov et al. (A–D)
Schematic of flap fabrication. (A) Cells were seeded within biodegradable PLLA/PLGA scaffolds. (B) The fabricated tissue
graft was folded around blood vessels and sutured. (C, D) Transfer of the vascularized graft into the abdominal wall defect.
(E) Isolation of the femoral artery and vein. (F) The fabricated tissue graft was folded around blood vessels and sutured. (G,
H) The fabricated tissue graft was then separated from the skin and the surrounding tissue using a piece of sterile latex,
which was then sutured. (I) Suturing of the overlying skin. (J) Representative image of a fabricated tissue graft 1 week
postimplantation. (K) Transfer of the vascularized graft into the abdominal wall defect. (L) Appearance of the flap derived
from cell-embedded scaffolds 1 week after transfer. (M) Image of a piece of a cell-free scaffold applied to close the
abdominal wall defect. (N) Appearance of a graft derived from a cell-free scaffold 1 week post-transfer; the graft had
become necrotic. PLGA, poly(lactic acid-co-glycolic acid); PLLA, poly-l-lactic acid. Figure reproduced with permission
from Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.193 Color images are available online.
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cartilage, arteries and veins would compromise the biome-
chanical properties of the tissue. Researchers also posit that
cartilage is aneural for this reason. Arteries and veins would
also disrupt the main property of the cornea (outer lens of
the eye), which is to refract light into the eye onto the ret-
ina.244 Furthermore, most of the nutrition of the articular
cartilage comes from the synovial fluid through diffusion.245

Similarly, the cornea receives oxygen and other metabolites
through the anterior chamber’s aqueous humor.246 Their
avascular nature in the human body is the main reason why
there has been great success in tissue engineering. The
majority of the remaining tissues, especially muscle, liver,
and lung, are highly vascularized. The complex multitude of
tissues currently used in composite tissue flaps rely on a
highly organized vascular system with an ideal distance
<200 mm.247

Engineering vascular grafts

Adequate vascularization of recently engineered scaffolds
is still a limiting factor when applying them clinically. Thus,
many scientists are currently studying ways to make biolog-
ically competent vascular networks. The optimal vascular
graft should have the following characteristics: mechanical
strength, high compliance to confront prolonged hemody-

namic insults, immunotolerance, biocompatibility, differing
sizes, suturability and effortless handling, thrombosis resis-
tant, capable to defy infection, complete incorporation into
the recipient bed, and reasonable manufacturing costs.248

Synthetic grafts. For decades, the production of syn-
thetic vascular prostheses have involved mainly (1) poly-
ethylene terephthalate (PET—commonly known as
Terylene in the United Kingdom, Lavsan in Russia, or Da-
cron in the United States), and (2) polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE—commonly known as Teflon or Gore-Tex). These
are currently clinically available for vascular prostheses and
both polymers are highly crystalline, which prevents plastic
deformation under prolonged cyclical strain that would
render the material unsuitable for vascular graft construc-
tion,249 and hydrophobic, which decreases the internal re-
action of water (hydrolysis) with internal esters of the
polymer, hence prolonging degradation rate.250 The hydro-
phobicity of these materials also prevents cell adhesion to
the surface, where hydrophilicity resulting in swelling and
strong interactions between the graft and blood is known to
be thrombogenic.251

PET and PTFE are advantageous when treating large-
caliber vessels, but they are less than ideal when used in

FIG. 11. Progress toward bioprinting composite flaps for reconstructive microsurgical implantation created by Jessop
et al. Figure reproduced with permission from Elsevier.196 Individual references.197–237 Color images are available online.
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small-diameter vessels (<6 mm) in terms of long-term pa-
tency. Application of these polymer-based devices is dis-
couraged in coronary, crural, or microsurgery. The reasons
why these fail is due to hyperplasia caused by hemodynamic
alterations and a thrombogenic surface devoid of ECs sec-
ondary to a dysfunctional healing cascade.248

Since complex tissues require large- and small-caliber
vessels for microsurgical anastomosis and long-term vas-
cular patency for survival, recent developments have fo-
cused on cellular and acellular approaches with the hope of
increasing biocompatibility.

Autologous and cellularized grafts. Cardiovascular dis-
ease (CVD) leads the list of causes of mortality in the United
States, and coronary heart disease (CHD) is the primary con-
tributor, causing over 50% of CVD-related mortality and about
one in six of all deaths.252 Coronary artery bypass grafting is
the traditional corrective procedure for severe CHD and is
performed approximately a half million times in the United
States annually.252 Despite the increased use of stenting, recent
trials proved that CABG achieves increased survival and
lowers the rate of repeat intervention in patients with complex,
multivessel disease.253,254 In the context of tissue reconstruc-
tion and regeneration, the use of autologous vascularized tissue
grafts remains the clinical standard, where an autologous
vessel attached to/within the graft is commonly grafted to a
primary vasculature in the implant/wound site as a source of
blood perfusion. However, there are many issues with the use
of autologous vascular grafts and vascularized tissue grafts.
These issues include limited availability, the requirement of
invasive harvesting procedures that result in donor-site mor-
bidity, mismatches between the morphology and hemody-
namics of the donor and implant site, mismatches between
compliance of the donor vessel and native vasculature, and
transition of vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) in the donor
graft from a healthy, contractile capability to a synthetic,
pathological phenotype. Usually the lack of sufficient arterial
tissue, especially in the case of multivessel disease, necessi-
tates the use of venous grafts (which cannot withstand higher
hemodynamic stresses, and are prone to thromboembolism
and intimal hyperplasia). To this end, a recent randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that tracked over 3000
patients receiving human saphenous vein (HSV) grafts dis-
covered that 45% of the patients had graft failure in the first 18
months.255 To address these issues, recent advances have fo-
cused on the development of cellularized synthetic grafts.

It is well known that a viable endothelial layer is an op-
timal antithrombogenic agent. Thus, the idea of seeding
autogenous ECs onto the graft lumen by adding an inoculum
of autologous ECs harvested from the saphenous vein to the
unheparinized blood used for preclotting the graft before
implantation was experimentally implemented.256 This ap-
proach increased the rate of patency Dacron prostheses257 in
a nonsmoker population. In recent years, the focus of this
research has been finding more biocompatible and biode-
gradable matrices to seed with ECs. Endothelial and SMCs
utilized in seeding cellularized grafts have several potential
sources, including harvesting of endothelial progenitor cells
isolated from peripheral blood, bone marrow, adipose tissue,
umbilical cord blood, or blood vessel walls for ex vivo ex-
pansion,258,259 endothelial and SMCs derived from human
iPSCs,260 ECs derived from hASCs,261 or autologous cells

obtained through biopsy. These cells are cultivated in vitro
under specific conditions and characterized by endothelial-
specific morphology and biomarkers. These cells are either
seeded onto synthetic (degradable or nondegradable) or bi-
ologically derived vessel scaffolds (e.g., decellularized
vessel tissue) or through sheet-based techniques that involve
lifting contiguous layers of cell sheets cultured on a sub-
strate and rolled onto the lumen of a tubular scaffold to form
a tissue-engineered vascular graft (TEVG).262

An example of cellularized graft development is provided
by Hooper et al., who were able to manufacture hydrogel
constructs using Pluronic F127 as a sacrificial microfiber,
elaborating microscopic channels inside collagen matrices.
They seeded these microchannels with HUVEC-only or
HUVEC and human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMC) in
co-culture, ultimately resulting in endothelial-lined micro-
channel. Then, HUVEC-only and HASMC/HUVEC-seeded
microchannel-containing constructs were microsurgically
anastomosed to a rat femoral artery and vein and perfused
in vivo. Their results show that HUVEC-only and HUVEC/
HAMSC-seeded constructs were able to withstand hemody-
namic pressures and they were capable of maintaining the
inner infrastructure of the channels.263 In another article, the
same authors extended the same technique and synthesized a
biocompatible tissue-engineered vascular network (discussed
more in Engineering Vascularized Networks and In Situ
Recruitment of Endogenous Vasculature section) with macro-
inlet and macro-outlet vessels, connected by a dense system
of cellularized microvessels.264 Ultimately, this increase in
complexity recapitulates the body’s hierarchical organization
of the vascular system with arterioles, capillary beds, and
venules. This work represents a significant advancement to-
ward generating more complex vascularized tissue beds
around which other cell types can be seeded to realize a
clinical solution to the vascularization problem.

Acellular grafts. The ultimate goal is to have ‘‘off-the-
shelf’’ vascular grafts available for clinical translation. The
decellularization process provides an advantage in this regard
by removing antigenic cellular component from the graft,
enabling the use of banked allogeneic cells to manufacture
vascular grafts that are nonimmunogenic and inserted in any
potential host, which would be of great necessity in a trauma
case requiring urgent clinical and surgical care.

Dahl et al. created TEVGs, with the ability to be anas-
tomosed, using human allogeneic or canine SMCs grown on
a tubular poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) scaffold (Fig. 13). The
SMCs were cultured for 7–10 weeks on PGA. While cul-
turing, SMCs secrete mostly collagen, to synthesize vascular
tissue, while the PGA degrades. Culminating the culture
phase, the obtained tissue is decellularized with detergents
rendering the grafts nonimmunogenic, leaving only the se-
creted collagenous matrix (i.e., TEVGs). When tested, the
TEVGs were comparable to native blood vessels based on
mechanical properties and were able to resist prolonged
storage at 4�C. TEVGs proved to have exceptional patency
and were resistant to dilation, calcification, and intimal
hyperplasia when tested on distinct animal models.264 Cur-
rently, these grafts have finished a phase 2 clinical trial.265

In this clinical trial, all human acellular vessel (HAV) im-
plants did not trigger an unpleasant immunological reaction
and there was no recollection of failure directly related to
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the vessel. Furthermore, long-term patency rates measured
at 2 years were significantly higher than previous controls
comprising expanded poly(tetrafluoroethylene) or ePTFE.

Engineering vascularized networks and in situ
recruitment of endogenous vasculature

Tissue engineering has recently yielded constructs that
can be implanted as functional organs, including bladders,
tracheas, and corneas.266 These constructs are thin enough
that they do not require a complex vascular network to
supply nutrients and oxygenation. However, thick tissues
require vascular networks for adequate blood supply and
waste removal, which requires increased complexity over

established methods to provide vascular support through
large singular or branched vascular segments. As a result,
current efforts have focused on two areas: (1) the develop-
ment of complex, tissue-engineered vascular networks and
(2) in situ recruitment of endogenous vasculature to re-
establish vascular networks.

To develop tissue-engineered vascular networks, re-
searchers have utilized a variety of cellularized biomaterial
scaffolds. Novel advancements include the use of cell-
adhesive, MMP-degradable scaffolds (e.g., hydrogels) that
allow for endothelial cellularization and remodeling that
recapitulate in vivo vasculogenesis267 and 3D bioprinting
methods using sacrificial fibers embedded in an ECM mi-
metic scaffold that are subsequently dissolved and perfused
with ECs and blood/blood substitutes to facilitate vessel
maturation.266 Two-dimensional and 3D cell patterning on
tissue scaffold templates have been achieved through rapid
prototyping methods, including bioprinting, extrusion-based
printing, laser-based 3D printing (e.g., stereolithography),
micropatterning, microfluidics, micromodule assembly, na-
nofabrication, decellularized vascular networks, biopolymer-
free printing using cell aggregates as bioink, and cell sheet
rolling methods.268 However, the formation of prevascularized
networks still has its limitations: in vitro perfusion supports
in vitro viability, but implantation in the in vivo environment
results in delayed integration, angiogenesis, and vasculogen-
esis that cause ischemia and reduce cell viability. Utilizing
multiple cell types and more physiologically relevant pre-
vascularization conditions such as pulsatile flow and variable
flow rates resulting in dynamic pressure/cyclical strain can
alleviate these issues.

The alternative to creating cellularized vascular network
preimplantation is in situ recruitment of endogenous vascula-
ture and/or progenitor cells into a wound site or onto acellular
tissue-engineered scaffolds. These approaches include micro-
patterning substrates to guide the formation of capillary net-
works integrated with the host tissue,269 incorporating and/or
delivering growth factors (such as IGF-1, substance P, platelet-
derived growth factor [PDGF], VEGF, angiopoietins, and
ephrins270–272) to modulate endogenous cell recruitment and
responses, and tethering of angiogenic ECM molecules such as
fibronectin, collagen I and IV, elastin, and fibrin, to promote
and guide neovascularization and angiogenesis.272,273

The ‘‘vascularization problem’’ is a commonly known
problem in the field of tissue engineering. Therefore, many
researchers have been studying ways to overcome this prob-
lem with promising results, specifically in engineering new
vascular networks that can be anastomosed and can withstand
high pressures with minimal to no loss of patency. With these
technologies, scientists, engineers, and surgeons hope to grow
larger and more physiologically relevant tissue constructs for
more complex clinical reconstructions. However, we need to
further our understanding and continue to develop technolo-
gies to control the complex interplay between the myriad
signaling, biomechanical, ECM, and cellular interactions that
underlie vascularization in the context of tissue reconstruc-
tion, replacement, and regeneration.

Genetic Engineering

Genetic engineering is the process in which an intentional
alteration of the characteristics of an organism is produced

FIG. 13. Strategy for producing readily available TEVGs
performed by Dahl et al. Each graft is generated in the
laboratory by (A) culturing human cells on a polymer scaffold
that degrades as cells produce ECM proteins to form (B) a
tissue. Cellular material is then removed, leaving (C) a de-
cellularized ECM tube (the TEVG). Cell-derived TEVGs may
be implanted without ECs (D), (diameters ‡6 mm), or (E)
may be seeded with ECs from the recipient for small-diameter
(3–4 mm) applications. ECs, endothelial cells; TEVGs, tissue-
engineered vascular grafts. Figure reproduced with permis-
sion from The American Association for the Advancement of
Science.264 Color images are available online.
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by affecting its genetic code. This was first accomplished by
Herbert Boyer and Stanley Cohen in 1973.274 These ma-
nipulations are made possible by a wide variety of methods
such as gene targeting (e.g., modulating gene expression
with siRNA or miRNA, which is transient as opposed to
other permanent genetic engineering approaches that per-
manently modify DNA), nuclear transplantation, transfec-
tion of synthetic chromosomes, or viral insertion. Since its
inception, many scientists and clinicians have studied this
technology broadly, but its potential use in reconstructive
surgery has been limited. Recently, Roh et al. discussed the
potential impact of the revolutionary CRISPR (clustered
regularly interspace short palindromic repeats) gene-editing
technology in reconstructive surgery.275 Numerous press
releases and news articles have begun to highlight the
promise that CRISPR holds in several clinical areas. Be-
tween the benefits, we can increase tolerance and prevent
rejection when modifying genetically VCAs. Also, human-
ization of donor animals has been described to yield pro-
duction of less immunogenic and cheaper grafts.276,277

Genome editing began long before the advent of CRISPR
in the 1970s with the discovery that restriction enzymes that
normally protect bacteria against phages could be utilized for
recombinant DNA technology. In the 1980s, innovative work
by Capecchi and Smithies demonstrated the ability to incor-
porate an exogenous copy of DNA into eukaryotic cells
through a process called homologous recombination.278–280

However, this approach demonstrated very low efficiency and
off-target, random integration into undesired genomic sites,
so researcher began to seek alternative methods utilizing
endonuclease enzymes to introduce double-strand breaks that
resulted in several orders of magnitude increase in the fre-
quency of target gene insertion.281,282 Toward this approach,
the discovery of zinc finger proteins further advanced the
field by allowing for high DNA binding specificity through
recognition of specific 3-base pair DNA segments.283 Re-
searchers then began fusing these proteins to nucleases to
make programmable nuclease proteins.284 This approach was
further refined with the discovery that fusion of transcription
activator-like effector (TALE), which can recognize a single
DNA base, with nucleases serves as an alternative program-
mable nuclease called TALEN.285 However, the complex and
time-consuming process of engineering specific zinc-finger
nucleases and TALENs for targeting specific sites in the
genome prevented their widespread adoption. CRISPR then
revolutionized the field because it was just as effective, if not
more so, than previous approaches and could be programmed
to target to specific DNA sites with a short guide RNA.286

CRISPR sequences and their adjacent CRISPR-associated
(Cas) genes were discovered as a viral immune system in
bacteria and archaea.287 This discovery resulted in the rapid
development of this system leading to the ability to edit eu-
karyotic genes in vivo in 2013.288,289

Clinical use

Although clinical use of these technologies has been
sparse, Hirsch et al. carried out a gene therapy procedure on a
7-year-old boy suffering from severe junctional epidermo-
lysis bullosa with 85% of his skin containing full-thickness
damage290 (Fig. 14). Historically, genetic therapy has been
ethically controversial, predominantly since the ‘‘Gelsinger

Case’’ in 1999.291 The ‘‘Gelsinger Case’’ resulted in the
death of 18-year-old Jesse Gelsinger after he was injected
with an adenovirus vector during a clinical trial for the
treatment of ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency, an X-
linked genetic disease of the liver. In this case by Hirsch
et al., after the parents had provided informed consent, the
compassionate use of combined ex vivo cell and gene therapy
was authorized due to the severe state of the boy’s condition.
The clinician/researchers took a biopsy from the only non-
affected area in the left groin area to establish primary ker-
atinocyte cultures. The retroviral vector expressing the full-
length LAMB3 complementary DNA (cDNA) was used to
transduce the culturing cells. Once completing more than
30 days in culture, a total of 0.85-m2 transgenic epidermal
graft was harvested, enabling treating physicians to sequen-
tially cover the patient’s complete denuded body surface over
a course of a couple of months. The scientific importance of
this technique is that the researchers used his own skin and
thus, immunological tolerance and skin tone alignment are
not primary issues. Although this was a major success and
celebrated worldwide, the long-term effects of viral genetic
engineering on humans are currently largely unknown. Many
scientists are worried about off-target effects possibly altering
the phenotypic state of cells and stimulating tumorigenesis.
For that matter, rare cases, like this one, should be followed
and studied stringently over many years.

Potential genetic targets

siRNAs are known to transiently reduce protein expression
by stimulating the degradation of the mRNA molecule it is
directed against. Utilizing this biological mechanism, Cui et al.
tested the hypothesis that the post-transplantation host re-
sponse can be controlled by transfecting ECs preoperatively
with siRNA, leading to reduced recruitment and activation of
alloreactive T cells.292 To study this approach, they developed
siRNA-releasing poly(amine-co-ester) (PACE) NPs recog-
nized by the increased content of a hydrophobic lactone to
neutralize the positive surface charge (yielding more bio-
compatible and hemocompatible formulations) and allow for
formation into solid NPs using established emulsion fabrica-
tion methods. Using PACE NPs, the authors loaded a siRNA
targeting the class II transactivator, which controls the ex-
pression of MHC class II. In vivo studies evidenced that MHC
class II expression on the siRNA-PACE treated-ECs was de-
pleted for at least 4–6 weeks after transplantation into mice.
Furthermore, they found that silencing MHC class II reduced
allogeneic T cell responses, both in vitro and in vivo. Overall,
the data in these experiments ex vivo suggest that the delivery
of siRNA targeted against immunological cascades modified
ECs with persistent effect even after transplantation. Although
siRNAs work transiently on protein expression levels, this
study gives rise to the idea of using permanent genetic engi-
neering technologies, such as CRISPR/Cas9, to knockdown
molecules that interplay in allotransplantation or xeno-
transplantation rejection such as MHC class I, LFA-3, raptor,
cytokines, and MHC class II. Furthermore, genetic studies
have found multiple genes that are of importance to the field of
reconstructive surgery. Some of these target genes include
PDGF (mitogenic and chemotactic for cells of mesenchymal
origin), fibroblast growth factor (FGF—mitogenic and che-
moattractant to monocytes, neutrophils, macrophages, and
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fibroblasts), and VEGF (increased angiogenesis). Others in-
clude BDNF (promotes the differentiation and survival of
neurons) for peripheral nerve healing, bone morphogenetic
protein (BMP—induces de novo bone formation and cartilage
matrix macromolecules) for improved bone healing and/or
regeneration, TGF-b (increases ECM synthesis and deposi-
tion) for craniosynostosis, and many more.293 These factors
should all hypothetically be upregulated/activated for im-
proved wound healing/tissue regeneration. Upregulating of
these factors can be achieved through a variety of genetic
engineer approaches, including (1) RNA activation through
small RNA-guided and Argonaute (Ago)-dependent gene
regulation, (2) utilizing dead Cas9 proteins (that are unable to
cleave DNA and, thus, only target specific DNA sites) fused
with the o subunit of RNA polymerase or transcription acti-
vators for activation,294 and (3) silencing of upstream negative
regulators of expression for these genes (e.g., silencing PHD2,
which inhibits the proangiogenic transcription factor HIF-1a
as shown in Fig. 8) through siRNA or CRISPR interference.
However, the timing and interplay of multiple factors are
important considerations in the complex tissue regenera-
tion process and are dependent on the specific application
and other contributing factors such as comorbidities. Due to
the growth of this field and advancement in technology, this
list of genes will only continue to grow and our toolset to

modulate them in more precise and controlled ways will
continue to expand.

Current limitations

Many vectors have been studied for the delivery of ge-
netic material, all suffering from unique limitations.295 Viral
vectors have been used widely, in vitro and in vivo, to de-
liver the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Their fundamental short-
comings include the risk of carcinogenesis, limited insertion
size, adverse immune responses, and difficulty in large-scale
production, all severely limiting their further application.

Li et al. described how to overcome these limitations at
the molecular level: first, improving availability at target
site. Second, better understanding how to control various
repair pathways, and finally, improving efficiency of the
CRISPR/Cas9 system.296

Biomaterial delivery systems: can they help?

Current delivery methods build on the protocols that were
developed for the delivery of traditional gene therapy (i.e.,
adding a functional copy of a gene that is missing or de-
fective as opposed to genome editing where the genetic
problem is modified at its source) and have been optimized
over the years. Delivery vectors in gene therapy can be

FIG. 14. Regeneration of the transgenic epidermis in epidermolysis bullosa, performed by Hirsch et al. (a) Clinical picture
of the patient showing massive epidermal loss. (b) Schematic representation of the clinical picture. The denuded skin is
indicated in red; blistering areas are indicated in green; flesh-colored areas indicate currently nonblistering skin. Transgenic
grafts were applied on both red and green areas. (c) Restoration of patient’s entire epidermis, except for very few areas on the
right thigh, buttocks, upper shoulders/neck, and left axilla (white circles, altogether £2% of TBSA). (d) Normal skin func-
tionality and elasticity. (e) Absence of blister formation at sites where postgraft biopsies were taken (arrow). TBSA, total body
surface area. Figure reproduced with permission from Springer Nature.290 Color images are available online.
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described in three main areas: (1) viral vectors, including
retroviruses (including lentiviruses such as HIV), adeno-
viruses, adeno-associated viruses, and pseudotyped viruses;
(2) nonviral vectors, including direct injection of DNA,
electroporation, ‘‘gene guns,’’ Sonoporation, magnetofec-
tion, and hydrodynamic delivery; and (3) chemical en-
hancers of delivery, including oligonucleotides, lipoplexes,
polymersomes, polyplexes, dendrimers, inorganic NPs, and
cell-penetrating peptides. To introduce CRISPR/Cas9 com-
ponents, viral vectors have been the most common delivery
method in preclinical models of disease.297,298 Viral vectors
possess limitations like triggering both innate and adaptive
immunological reactions and increased immunogenicity due
to their sustained expression.299,300 For example, retro-
viruses stably integrate DNA into infected cells resulting in
sustained expression of that gene that is maintained through
mitotic division,301 but require actively dividing cells for
integration (although a novel type of retroviral vectors made
from lentiviruses can infect noncycling cells) and carry the
risk of insertional mutagenesis and oncogene activation.302

In contrast, adenoviral vectors do not result in DNA inte-
gration into the genome and, thus, the effects do not persist
through cell division. Adenoviruses have low pathogenicity,
high infection rates, wide tropism, and high levels of viral
protein expression during replication, but are severely lim-
ited by their immunogenicity.303 Technological advances
and increased knowledge of molecular virology and virus-
host cell relationships continue to improve the safety pro-
files of viral vectors and allow for engineering vectors with
defined tropism for specific tissue sites, but their widespread
use is still limited due to concerns over gene integration,
delivery, and rejection.304 It is for these reasons that non-
viral delivery methods using novel encapsulation strategies
with a variety of biomaterials to yield increased specificity
and efficiency without immunogenicity have become a
central focus in gene therapy.305 There are a variety of gene
therapy-based therapeutics that have been recently approved
by the FDA for clinical use (e.g., mipomersen for familial
hypercholesterolemia approved by the FDA in 2013, ete-
plirsen for Duchenne muscular dystrophy approved by the
FDA in 2016, nusinersen for spinal muscular atrophy in
2016, and patisiran for transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis
approved by the FDA in 2018). Most of these therapeutics
are modified oligonucleotide-based analogues, whereas pa-
tisiran comprised a siRNA-loaded lipid NP formulation to
facilitate RNA interference.306 These advances set the stage
for future development and clinical translation of gene
therapies for a wide variety of indications, including tissue
reconstruction and regeneration. With the robust develop-
ment of nonviral DDS, lipid- or polymer-based nanocarriers
are prospects to be efficacious vectors for the delivery of
CRISPR-based systems.307

Future Outlooks: What Does This Mean?

For researchers

Along with creating novel ideas and procedures, re-
searchers need to think about the clinical applicability of
their technologies and how to move them forward from the
bench to the bedside. Furthermore, researchers should seek
out collaborations with clinically active surgeons and ob-

serve the types of technologies needed for different recon-
structive patient populations.

For clinicians

Clinicians should be aware of new technologies and
should be on the forefront in helping basic scientists move
promising technologies from the bench to the bedside
through clinical development. Many of these technologies
have the potential to decrease operative time, meaning that
surgeons may be able to provide medical care to more pa-
tients and in the meantime, provide better individual care
due to reduced donor-site morbidity.

For patients

As technologies and techniques progress along the
translational ‘‘assembly line’’ and make their way to the
clinic, patient donor-site morbidity will decrease, and re-
generative outcomes should increase. Patients undergoing
elective surgeries will be given an ever-increasing number
of options for their reconstructive choices. Since these
technologies have their own individual risks and benefits,
patients will need to think deeply so that they can choose a
technology, with the help of their clinician, which will best
suit their needs.
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